We define a generic eigenvalue flow of a parameter family of metrics, which the corresponding eigenfunction is continuous in parameters. Then we apply the result to the study of polynomial growth harmonic functions on a complete manifold. Under the assumption that the manifold has some cone structures at infinity which is not necessarily unique, we obtain a uniform growth estimate.
Introduction.
It is well-known that eigenvalues are continuous dependent of parameters in some nice space. We are interested in the continuity of eigenfunctions for one-parameter family of elliptic operators. It was proved by K. Uhlenbeck that in the generic sense eigenvalues have one-dimensional eigenspace. Clearly, if all eigenvalues are of simple multiplicity, then the eigenfunctions for those operators considered are continuous in the parameter. But unfortunately, eigenspaces are not always one-dimensional. As we show in an example in next section, eigenvalues do often intersect when the parameter varies. Moreover, those intersections are stable in perturbations.
On another hand, when the eigenfunction is continuous in parameter, such as in our applications, we can utilize it to construct almost harmonic functions even when the metric tensor are changing slowly in parameters. Actually the initial motivation are from the problem of polynomial growth harmonic functions on certain complete Riemanannian manifold. Indeed, there are cone structures at infinity for complete Riemanannian manifolds with nonnegative Ricci curvature, quadratic curvature decay and Euclidean volume growth ( [CT] ) or with Ricci curvature lower bounded and Euclidean volume growth ( [CC2] ). The cone structures are not unique in general, but they form a compact set, that suggests us to study a family of operators with parameters varying in a compact set. In particular, let us consider for a family of operators with the metric g(t) € C 2 
(X,T(M)(g)T(M))
and X is a compact set of a manifold.
We first apply the transversality theory to define eigenfunction flows, which eigenfunctions are continuous in the parameter t. In section 2, we prove Theorem 2.8. Then we apply it to the study of polynomial growth harmonic functions on a complete manifold in section 3. There are many related works on this problem (see [CM] ) and the reference there. Here we make use of the so called three annuli lemma, inspired by an idea of J. Cheeger. The three annuli lemma was used before by L. Simon [S] , Cheeger and Tian [CT] , etc.. We obtain an a priori estimate for the growth of harmonic functions on a complete manifold. Then as a corollary, we obtain an estimate on the dimension of polynomial growth harmonic functions under the assumption that the manifold has some cone structures at infinity. This was motivated by a recent paper of Colding and Minicozzi [CM] . In that paper, in particular, they proved that the dimension of harmonic functions with polynomial growth is finite for any complete manifold with Ricci curvature nonnegative, as Yau conjectured.
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Generic Eigenfunction Flow.
In this section, we consider eigenfunctions defined on (M,g(t) ) where M is compact with dM = 0 and the metric tensor g(t) depends on the parameter t twice continuously differentiable. For simplicity we first consider the case that the parameter is in [0,27r] . Then we know that eigenvalues are continuous differentiable in t and 0 = Ao(t)<Ai(t)<A2(t)<-" Let G = {g(t)\g(t) is the metric of M, g(t) € C 2 ([0,27r] ,T(M) ®r(M))}. We want to show that we can define the eigenfunction flow </>;(£) for generic g(t) in G which continuously depends on t.
) is the metric of M }. We consider the map
given by (2.1) </>(iz, A, g) = AptA + A-u = LpU.
By the study of the regular value of 0, K. Uhlenbeck obtained the following result in [U] Lemma 2. In this case, X nj i = (n + i -l)(n + i), i = 1,2, • • •. The corresponding eigenfunction is the so called Legendre function.
Similarly we find for a = 1/2, the eigenvalue of (2.5) is A nj i = (2n + il)(2n + i). In conclusion, we have All eigenvalues of (2.2) for a = 1/2 and a = 1 are given by (2.8) and (2.9) respectively. Note that A n^ is continuous dependent of a, it is easy to check that when a is varying from 1/2 to 1, eigenvalues of (2.5) must have infinite intersections.
Remark 2.3. We can choose a 2 = a(t,6) 2 , such that a(£,0) = a(t, TT) = 1 and Ricc (S 2 ) > 1.
Now we back to our problems. For a fixed Co, we consider those eigenvalues of A p (£) with Xk(t) < CQ. Let to be a point where (2.10) < Afc_i(to) < Aib(to) = • • • = A fc+z (to) < A fc+ f + i(to) < CoMoreover, we may assume that those eigenvalues which are less than CQ are one-dimensional in a small neighborhood of to and t ^ to-Otherwise we can replace g(t) by a small perturbation ge(t). Since we assume A p (o) has onedimensional eigenfunctions, then the normalized ^(t) with Xk(t) < Co is in C(M x [0, e)) for some small e > 0. And </>&(£) is a continuous flow, if Afc(t) does not intersect with other eigenvalues. We want to show that it can be continuously defined at the intersection point, up to a small perturbation. In fact, we have the following main result of this section.
Lemma 2.4. Let to be as above, then for a residual set of g(t) 6 G ;
exists by a properly chosen of the sign of those eigenfunctions.
Proof Let ^i, • • • , I/JI be normalized orthogonal eigenfunctions corresponding to Afc(to). For any sequence {£;}, there exists a subsequence, still denoted by {U} such that (2.12) lim 0fc(*i) = ci^i + 02^2 H h Q^-
t-HQ
And here Y^i=i Q 2 = 1-Since (2.13) (A jr(ti) -A ff(to) )0 fc (t i )+(A fc (t i )-Afc(to))^fe(ti)+A 9(to)^f c(*i)+A fc (to)^fc(ti) = O.
where a^ = /(A p(to) '0j)^^( to) .
^nn + A(£o)
o,
We only need to show that up to a generic small perturbation of g'(to) with g(to) fixed, the matrix (a^)/ x / has I different eigenvectors. If so, then lim^-^o </>&(£) has only 21 possible choice. By our assumption, <^(£) is continuous dependent of t in a small neighborhood of to with t ^ to. Then by a simple argument and a properly chosen of the sign of (^(t), lim^^to <l>k(t) exists. Therefore </>&(£) can be defined to be a continuous function of t at t = to. We claim that those (/(^o) such that (aij)i x i has one-dimensional eigenfunction is a second category set in M.2. As in [U] , we consider the map
Let D2 be the differential of $ in M2 and JDI denote the differential of $ in the direction of S l x R. We only need to show that (see [U] ) D2<f> has dense image in R l . If this is not true, then there exist £, 77 e S l such that for all ^(to) e C 2 (T(M) <g> T(M)), we have (2.18) <i4G/(«o))e,f7> = 0, which implies that for some normalized eigenfunctions u, v, we have
In particular, let g^ = fg a p for some / 6 C 1 (M), then
Since / can be arbitrary, we obtain (2.21) nXkUV = (nAs proved in [U] , (2.21) is impossible. Here we give a short argument. For n = 2, obviously it is impossible. Remark 2.5. For a residual set of g(t) G G, we can define the continuous eigenfunction flow <^i(t),^2(*)}' * '0fc(*) whenever the corresponding eigenvalue is less than CQ. But after the intersection points, those eigenvalues may not be in the right order. We can also choose a sequence of the bound Co(fc) and Co(fc) -> oo. And then any eigenfunction at t = 0 defines an eigenfunction flow for generic g{t) £ G.
The eigenfunction flow has a very important property.
Lemma 2.6. If g(t) is periodic in t of period 27r, then for a residual set of g(t) G G the eigenfunction flow is a periodic function of period 27r.
Proof First we note (2.23)
Then we have, for 0 < t < 2TT
Here ^(i)!^1 is the norm of the two tensor. For this given (?(£), we may assume |g(£)|ci < Ci-Then (2.24) deduce for 0 < t < 27r for some constant C4
Now we choose a special metric gi(t) = (2 + sint)go, where go is a metric in M2 which is independent of t and A^ has one-dimensional eigenfunctions. Then we can see easily that the eigenfunction flow for the metric gi(t) is 27r periodic. For the given #(£), we can consider a h(s,t) in G, such that /i(£, 0) = gfo(*) ar id /i(t, 1) = flf(t), moreover for all 0 < 5 < 1, h(t,s) can define a eigenfunction flow. We note that for 0 < 5 < 1, the eigenfunction flow continuously depends on s. Then it is 27r periodic for all 0 < 5 < 1. Then we have proved the lemma.
Remark 2.7. Prom the proof of Lemma 2.5, it is easy to see the eigenfunction flow is stable for the generic perturbation in G. We sometimes also call it eigenvalue flow, but what is important in this flow is that the corresponding eigenfunction is continuous in t.
Now we consider more general case where t G X, X is a compact set of manifold. Our main result is Therefore at the point £, X(t) and \/ ei X(t) is uniquely determined. At the point t e X, either X(t) has one dimensional eigenspace or Ve;A(£) has different derivatives and the corresponding eigenfunction can be continuously defined for multiple eigenvalues. Then we can define continuously the eigenvalues flow locally at this point. Now we fix a base point to G X. And we may assume that A^) has one dimensional eigenspace, Ai, A2, • • • A*. • • •. Consider a generic curve c : (/,<?/) »-> (.X",*o)j / = [0,27r]. Then we know that the eigenvalue flow Xk(c(s)) is a continuous function of s. We only need to show Afc(c(0)) = Afc(c(27r)). This can done by the cobordism argument as in Lemma 2.6. Then X k (t) and its corresponding eigenfunction are continuous for alH G X for generic g(t) G A^2. Then our theorem follows easily. Remark 2.9. Notice (2.24), (2.25) and eigenvalues continuously depend on parameters, eigenvalues are well defined and continuous it t for any g(t) E C 1 (X,T(M)®r(M)), but after taking limit the corresponding eigenfunctions may not continuous in t. So we can only define the eigenfunction flow for generic g(t).
Application in the growth Estimates.
In this section, we study the harmonic function with polynomial growth by using the three annuli lemma. This technique was used before (cf. [S] , [CT] , [QT] ). Let M be an open manifold with lower bounded Rice curvature, which is our basic assumption in this paper. Then we know, from the Cheeger-Gromov compactness theorem, that for p G M and any sequence { r k}i r k -► oo, the sequence of pointed rescaled manifolds, (M^p^r^2g)^ has a subsequence which converges in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff topology to a length space, MOQ. And Moo, the so called tangent cone at infinity, might a priori depend on the sequence {r^}. If Ricc(M) > 0 and M has maximal volume growth, then M^ is a metric cone [CC1] , that is, Moo = (0, oo) x r X, where X is a length space. Under some additional assumptions on the curvature decay, Moo is in fact a smooth manifold (cf. [CT] ). In general, the regularity of the cross section X, need more detailed study.
In this paper, we always assume that (3.1) Moo = (0,oo)x r (iV,<7(t)),
where (N,g(t) ) is a family of compact manifold without boundary, g(t) 6 C 1 (X,r(M) ® T(M)), X is a compact, connected subset of a manifold. For simplicity, in the following discussion we only prove our result in a simple case. That is, we assume that g(t) is continuously differentiable and 27r-periodic in t, where t depends on the subsequence of {r^}. We may assume that (iV, g(t) ) has a continuous eigenfunction flow. In fact, after a generic perturbation we can choose (JV,<7 6 (£)) such that (N,g e (t)) has a continuous eigenfunction flow and g € (t) -> g(t) as e -> 0. The following discussions are still valid for e sufficiently small. Let A a fi be the geodesic annulus on M with inner radius a and outer radius b. From our assumption on M, we know that for any e > 0, there exist {rfc ?i }, {ttk,i} and fco, lo with OjMnM = ^M+i, fyfe,l+irfc,J+i (N,g(ti) )) < er Ki
We consider harmonic functions defined on M with \u\ < C(l+r d ), which is called at most d order growth harmonic functions. Note the eigenvalue Xj(t) is a 27r periodic function. Let </>j 0 (£), </>ji(£), • • ■, ^jm^) be all those eigenfunctions whose eigenvalue intersect with a number A^2 which will be given later with some t G [0,27r] . We stress that there are only finite number of such \j k {t) because \j(t) is periodic.
For technique reason, we assume the condition ( We may assume the homeomorphic map $k,i satisfies, for any x,y e
(1,^,0 x r (JV,p(tO
Now we let
where <l>j(ti) is an eigenfunction on (N,g(ti) ). We define a new function VJ by (3.5) ^ = I / ufafc) UdBr 0i(tt)> for r fcji < r < QA:,i^,i, where r = d{p,.)» ias. = ^(fe) /aB r ■ lt is eas y to see that Vj 6 L^o c (M). We note that ajr^^^j^i) is a harmonic function on the metric cone (0,oo) x r (N,g(ti) ), where Aj(^) = Pj(ti)(pj(ti) +n-2), Pj(^) > 0. We shall show that for i fixed ^ is near ajrW^fafc) in some sense.
Given L > 1 and a family of annuli {A ak: L ak }. Let A^ L be the rescaled annulus under the metric -\g. Then we know there exists a subsequence of a k {a/J, still denoted by a^, and a metric g(t), such that ]imdGH (Al L ,(l,L)x r (N,g(t) ) = 0.
For k large, let $fc • ^IL ^^ (l?^)
x r (N,g(t) ) be a homeomorphic map.
Put Uk = uo $^1 5 where ^ is a given harmonic function on M. 
Furthermore, -MQ is a harmonic function on the tangent cone at infinity.
Proof First we know, from Cheng-Yau's gradient estimates -rn-^^ is 2,21/ uniformly bounded on AI^L-Therefore -rn--is a compact sequence, then there exists a subsequence such that (3.6) is true. Obviously zzo is a harmonic function. Now, we let A* = iiifte[2,27r) ^i(*) > 0, do < 0 and do(do + n -2) < A*. Then we have the following three annuli lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Given L > 1, there exists a k^, for k > ko
where -A. = ,,.
Proof. From Lemma 3.2, we deduce that there exists fci for k > ki
Otherwise we have for all k > ko
We note that the convergence in (3.6) is true in C 0 ((<5, 5"" 1 ) x r (iV,p(£)) where 8 is any small positive constant. Then (3.15) is also true for ^o on any two annuli in (5,5~1) x r (N,g(t) . It follows that (3.16) ^o = ^bjr-fr-y-nfa.
Therefore there exists a ball B L k in M where u achieves its maximum in the interior of B L k. This contradicts the maximum principle. Then we apply (3.14) to its limit, Lemma 3.3 follows easily. l -i -l,i, '(N,gCt)) Then ( 
And then

J(N,g(t))
-f ^(tj)^(t)
Since u is at most order d growth, from Lemma 3.4 and (3.26) we deduce that there exists Ri for a > Ri
For u -v we have the following growth estimate which is also called the three annulus lemma.
Lemma 3.5. Let L > 1 and c^ be given as before, then there exist ko and a division IQ for k > ko 
We note ^2 > d, (3.26) and (3.27), then (3.32) is impossible. We actually proved the following growth estimates for harmonic functions.
Theorem 3.7. Under the assumptions of (3.1), (S) w k u k = 0.
We may assume as before, there exists a subsequence {ki} so that (3.33) limd GH (A k^l L2 , (L-\L 2 ) x T (N,g(t)) = 0.
And both u^ and w^ has a limit u and w respectively. By lemma 3.3 and lemma 3.6, we can deduce as before In fact by a result of Li and Yau [LY2] , we have
And Xk(t) < C2(M)Afc(0), then we deduce our corollary easily. In general, if the Rice curvature of the cross section is only lower bounded, there are also some estimates on the eigenvalues, (see [SY] ) so is the estimate of the dimension of the harmonic functions on M.
Remark 3.10. In the discussion of theorem 3.8, in fact, the assumption that Ricc(M) is lower bounded is not necessary. Our argument, however, can be also applied to the case when the cross section of M has singularities which will be discussed later.
